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Title word cross-reference

$ [\text{Cou11}], (a+b)^p [\text{Jam14e}], (a+b)^p + (a-b)^p [\text{Jam14e}], 1/x [\text{Geo10}].$

$12-95 [\text{Rua12}], \$129.00 [\text{Sch14}], \$14.95 [\text{LP10}], \$14.99 [\text{Lev12c}], 15 [\text{Lor12}], \$16.95 [\text{Tol15c}], \$16.99 [\text{Tol15f}], \$18.99 [\text{Mac14d}], \$19 [\text{Lor17f}],$

$19.95 [\text{Ban14b}], \$195 [\text{Cou14}], 1:2 [\text{Nic14b}], \$23.99 [\text{Hal11c}, \text{Hud10a}], \$24 [\text{Lev14e}], \$24.95 [\text{Lev10f}, \text{Tol17d}], \$26 [\text{Lev14p}], \$27-00 [\text{Lev14h}], \$27-95 [\text{Grit14b}], \$27.95 [\text{Lev14n}, \text{Tol17f}], \$29 [\text{Gri10b}, \text{Hud10c}], \$29.95 [\text{Hun13d}], 2 < e < 3 [\text{Lor11m}], 2^{67} - 1 [\text{Shi15d}], 3 \text{lCP10, Rot10d}, \$32 [\text{Lor11g}], \$32.00 [\text{Tol15d}], \$32.99 [\text{And13b}], \$36.39 \text{[Shi16b]}, \$39 [\text{Lev10e}], \$39.00 [\text{Shi10i}], \$39.20 [\text{Hun17d}], \$39.95 [\text{Lor17d}], 3 \times 3 [\text{Bea17}, \text{Lor15f}], 4 \text{lRot10d}, \$42.00 [\text{Hun14a}], \$45.00 [\text{Hun14a}], \$49.00 [\text{Mac16c}], \$49.00 [\text{Gib10b}], \$49.00 [\text{Ban10a}, \text{Hun13c}], \$49.95 [\text{Tol17c}], 5 [\text{Lor12}], \$50 [\text{Lev11d}], \$59 [\text{App11}], \$59-00 [\text{Hud11a}], \$59.95 [\text{Lev13g}, \text{Yeo16}], \$60 [\text{De14b}], 60 [\text{Lor12}], \$68.95 [\text{Lev14k}], \$69.95 [\text{Lea10}], 6n \pm 1 [\text{Lor14l}], \$75.00 [\text{Eat12}], \$79-00 [\text{For12}], \$79.95 [\text{Lev12a}], \$94.95 [\text{App10a}], \$97.50 [\text{App10b}], [x] [\text{Orm14}], 2
[LRQ10]. a [AT12]. \( A/(x + B) + C/(x + D) \) [Cel17]. **8A115** [Lev17d]. \( a^n \) [AT12]. \( a^n = b^n + c^n \) [Lor15b]. \( \arctan(x) \) [Den10]. \( aX^2 + bXY + cY^2 = dZ^2 \) [Pla14]. \( \left( \frac{n+1}{2} \right) \) [DeM10]. $ \cdot $ [KK10]. \( \csc 2x = \cot x - \cot 2x \) [Cha15]. $ e \\

[Bro12a, Mac10d]. e < 2 [Shi14a]. e < 3 [You13]. \( e^{1/M} \) [Ton16]. f [Pla16]. \( \Gamma^2(1/2) \) [MGCI3a]. \( I(\alpha) = \int_0^\infty 1/(1 + x^2) \) [Mur12]. \( \int_0^1/(1 + x^2) \) \( dx = \pi/4 \) [You11b]. \( \int_0^\infty 1/(1 + x^2) \) \( dx = \pi/2 \) [You11a]. \( \int_0^\infty \sin^n x \) \( dx \) [Lor16e]. \( \int_0^\infty |\sin^a(x) + \cos^b(x)|/x^p \) \( dx \) [Mur11c]. \( f \) \( \csc x \) \( dx \) [JO14]. \( k \) [ES11, PdVF14]. \( \lim_{m \to \infty} \sum_{k=0}^m \left( \frac{1}{m} \right)^m \) [Lor16a]. ln 2 < \( \sqrt{2} \) [Lor14k]. \( \log x \) [OJN16]. \( m \times (m + 1) \) [EM16]. \( n! \) [Lor17b]. \( N \) [PdVF14, Lor17b]. \( n(x + y + z) = xyz \) [Dol16a]. \( n = 3 \) [Bar17]. \( n^2 \) [DeM10]. \( p \) [Hun14b, Sch11]. \( p > 1 \) [Nil13]. \( \phi(m) = k! \) [Shi13b, Sur14]. \( \pi \) [Hir11e, Lev12f, Lip13, Lor12a, MacG13a, NL16, Os11a, Os11b, Os12b, SS12, Shi14a, You11a, Zor11]. \( \pi \) \( \ln k \) [Pla11a]. \( \prod_{n=1}^\infty \zeta(n) \) [Ökt15]. \( p y^2 = x^4 + x \) [Dol13a, ZF10]. \( \text{Si}(x) \) [JLM15]. \( \sigma(n) = k! \) [Shi13b]. \( \sin^n x/x^m \) [Tra10]. \( SL(2, p) \) [Suc11]. \( \sqrt(n(x)) \), \( \sqrt{3} \) [Hir11b]. \( \sqrt{2} \) [Lor15l, Lor17g, MCG13b, Ste12b]. \( \sqrt{\pi} \) [Lor15c]. \( \sqrt{abcd} \) [Lor12g]. \( \sqrt{d} \) [Yan14]. \( \sum_n r(r + 1) \) [Lor14l]. \( \sum_k r^k \) [Lor14l]. \( \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} 1/k^2 = \pi^2/6 \) [Lor16f]. \( \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} 1/n^2 \) [JL13]. \( \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} 1/n^p \) [Nil13]. \( T_1 + T_2 + \cdots + T_n = \left( \frac{n+2}{3} \right) \) [Sub15a]. \( \times \) [Har10a]. \( \zeta(2) \) [Shi16a]. \( \zeta(2) = \pi^2/6 \) [JAM13c]. \( \zeta(2n) \) [Lor14c]. \( \zeta(3) \) [Hir11d, Jam14f]. \( \zeta(n) \) [Jam14d]. \( \lfloor x \rfloor \) [Orm14].

-adic [Hun14b, Sch11]. -dimensional [CP10]. -folds [Rot10d, Rot10d].

-gonal [ES11]. -gons [Lor12]. -mean [Pla16].


22-50 [De 11b]. 23-99 [Hall10b]. 24th [Kun11l]. 2nd [Bay11a, Cou17b, Gri11d, Hall11c, Hud11a, Hun17d, Lor14e, Shi10i, Shi10g, Sut10].

3-folds [Cor07]. 387 [App10b]. 3D [De 13]. 3rd [Bay14a, Gib11c, Gri17c, Mun12, Shi15c, Shi16b, Tol16c].
4 [Cri15a, Sut10]. 4-folds [Cor07]. 44-99 [Hai10]. 4th [Gri14c, Lor10c, Mac10c].

5 [Mac13b]. 5-99 [Hal10a]. 50 [Lev10a, War10a]. 55th [Ano14a]. 56-00 [Mah10b].

6 [Pea11, Hal13]. 61614-423-4 [Lev14h].

70-99 [Mun12].

8-99 [Bay10a, Wil10].

9 [Gri14b]. 9-789814-651639 [Lor17e]. 90-50 [Gri14e]. 90th [Sut11, GDDR08], 977-1-84724-008-8 [Lev10a], 978-0-00-743808-2 [Hal13], 978-0-00-747601-5 [Hal14], 978-0-14-103023-4 [Lor10c].


978-0-19-857061-5 [Rot10d]. 978-0-19-870259-7 [Rua17].

978-0-19-911779-6 [Dav10]. 978-0-19-911780-2 [Rot10b].


978-0-19-921986-5 [And10a, And10b]. 978-0-19-922730-3 [Shi10e, Shi10f].


978-0-19-953987-1 [De 11b]. 978-0-19-953988-8 [De 11b].


978-0-19-956884-6 [And13c]. 978-0-19-957400-1 [Sch13].


978-0-19-968197-6 [Lev14g]. 978-0-19-973259-3 [Fre15].


978-0-230-25208-0 [Gri13b, Mac13a]. 978-0-262-51429-3 [Haw12].


978-0-309-28547-8 [Sto14c]. 978-0-387-72475-1 [Lor10c].

978-0-387-74640-1 [Lor11b]. 978-0-387-74646-3 [Bay11a].

978-0-387-79714-4 [Gib10c]. 978-0-387-79851-6 [Hun12b].

978-0-387-85528-8 [Shi10d]. 978-0-387-87858-4 [Hai12].

A* [Sto12b, SD10]. A-level [Lor11i, Nic08a, Tol14d]. A. [Dou13]. A4 [Lor17g]. A4-sized [Lor17g]. Aassila [Yeo17a]. Åstrom [Mac10b]. Abbott [Lev10d, War11b]. Abel [Hoa11, Hun16, HP10b]. ability [Hal17d]. above [Yeo17c]. Abstract [FGR14, Gri14e, Nic12a, Shi15b]. academic [BEU12, Tol14c]. Accelerating [Mur11a, acceleration [Jew10, LN17, Lor15k, Sim11c]. Acknowledgements [Ano11a, Ano12a, Ano14b]. across [And13a, Cri10, Swe12]. Aczel [Tol17e]. Adam [For11]. Adams [Hal11c, Hud10a, Lor11g, War13a]. add [Hop16]. Additional [HHHS14, Hal15a, Hal15b]. additive [Hun14b]. addic [Swe12, And13a]. Africa [Cri17a]. after [PdVF14]. Afzal [Sto10b]. again [Sco17]. Agency [Cou14]. ages [Swe12, And13a]. Agnes [For12]. agony [Wil08]. Ahmed [Sto10b]. AK [Lev10c, Shi14e]. Akemann [Swe12, al [Hal17c]. Alan [Bev17, Fre10a, Ye017c, Ano14p, AF12, How16, Shi14b]. Albers [Hun11a]. Alberto [WMW10, Gib12b]. Alberto [Lev14n]. Alcock [Fos14b, Sto14a]. Alessio [Rot10d]. Alex [Hun14a, Lev12a]. Alexander [And13d, Bay11a, De 11b, Gib11b, Lor11b]. Alexanderson [Hun11a]. Alexandre [Sto12c]. Alfred [Hal17d, Lev14e, Lev14h, Lev14p, Lev17g]. Algebra [FGR14, HF04, AA13, Ano10m, Ban16, Dav12, FH05, Gri14e, Hoa15b, KP14, Kem11, Mac13d, Mac16a, Mah10b, MP11, Nic12a, Pat17, Qua12a, Rou16, San15, Shi15a, Shi15b, Ten08, Tol15c, Gri10b, Lor10d, Lor13d, Lor16c, Bay17b]. algebraic [J13b, Pla12]. algebras [Hun17b, Kan09a, Lor10c]. algèbre [Yeo17a]. Algorithm [LP16, OW14, OJN16]. Algorithmic [LL11, Gri14c].
Algorithms [Orm14, Abe16, BC13, Gri14b, Hir11h, Mac12a, Cou15, Cou17a].
Alice [De 10a]. aliens [Adl14, Mac15c]. alignment [Nic12b]. Allen [Rui10].
Almanac [War12b]. almost [Ben12a]. alphabets [Lew14]. also [Bay17a, Bay17c, Gib17, Hai17, Hui16, Hun17b, Hun17c, Shi16b, Sch16b, Sch16c, Shi15c, Shi15a, Shi16b, Tol17e]. Alteration [Nur13].
appearance [Hir11d, Lor17a]. Appel [Shi14b]. Applebaum [Bay14b].
application [Gut11, Hai17a, Lor11b, Rua14c]. Applications
[Mol12, AA13, Dav12, Hal11c, Kan09b, Kra15, Mac14c, RJPG12, R+12, Mac13d, Shi11d, Shi15a, Bev14, Rua14a].
Applied
[Cou12, Hum13a, Hun17e, Reb12]. approach
[Dou13, Egg15, Jac11, JO14, Lev12f, Lor14e, Mil12, Rza10, Sta11, TL16, Tra13]. approaches [Gri12c, Lor12a]. Approximate
[DL14, Szy17].
approximation [Gib14a, Jam14a, SS12, VSR13]. Approximations
[Mac10d, Ste12b]. AQA [Gri11d, Hal12b, Ano10a, Kra09]. Arabic [Lo 13].
Arbelos [For10a, Tol13, Job16, Oku13a, Oku13b, Shi11b]. arc [Osl16, Shi10b]. Archimedean
[Oku13b, OW14, OJN16]. Archimedes
[Kir13, Shi11b]. Arcinus [Lev13b]. area
[CF15, Jos15, Lor12g, Lor13b, Lor17c, Oku13a, Shi17]. areal [Sco13a]. areas
[Smi16]. Areas [Lor15f, Sew14, Lor12b]. argument [Mar11]. arguments
[Tre17]. Ariannhod [Tol14b]. Arild [Gib12a]. arising [Gri15g]. Arithmetic
[Shi10a, AM11, Gri12g, Jan14a, OC14, Shi12c]. Arlen [Bay17c]. Arnold
[Rai13]. art [Gri11c, Haw12, Lan12, Mah10a, Mic09, Rua14b, Tub14, Van13, Lev15a, Mac13e]. Arthur [How15]. article [Bur10a]. arts [BY11]. Artstein
[Lev17b]. Arturo [Shi10h]. Artzt [Sha15]. Arzarello [GG10b]. Ash
[Shi17, Tol15c, Tol17f]. Ashby [Kil10]. Ashish [Hun15]. asinorum
[Haj15a]. Askar [Hun15]. aspects [Bor10b, Sto12c]. ASS [Haj10].
Assessing [Fre10a]. Assessment [BHJ10, Hal11a]. assistant [Fie07, Zar10b]. associated [EF10, Gri17a, Mah10c, Oai15]. Association [Ano14m, Bay10c, Bay12, Eat11, Hall10b, Hall17b, Lev14k, Lor11i, Lor14d, Tol15c, Tol15g, Ano17i, Ano17j, PW13, Tol15g]. Associativity [Mac14e]. asymmetric [Sch16a]. asymptotes [Mit12, Sco15b]. Atlantic [Hud11b]. attached [Ada10, War13a]. attractors [GG08c, Lev10e]. Attridge [Hal17a]. AU$41.00 [Pat17]. AU$50.00 [Hal15a, Hal15b]. AU$54.50 [Pat17]. Aubel [OS15]. AUD$86.32 [Cou17b]. Audin [Gib13b]. audited [San15]. Austen [Von17]. Australian [Lev17d]. author [Dol15b, Hal13]. Automata [CSC10, Eat13]. available [Gib11a, Bay17a, Bay17c, Dol15b, Gib17, Hal17, Hun16, Hun17b, Hun17c, Sch16b, Sch16c, Shi15c, Shi15a, Shi16b, Tol17e]. average [Edg16]. averages [Lor10b, Lor11a, Lor13c]. Avishek [Shi15a]. Avner [Shi17, Tol15c, Tol17f]. avoid [Bay15c]. axioms [Cul11].

[JJ17]. Birgit [Tol14c]. Birkhauser
[De 14c, Jac14, Rou16, De 10b, Gib12b, Rua13, Sch14, Sch16b, Tol14a, De 10a].
birth [Ano17b, Ric08b]. birthday [GDDR08, HB16, Sut11]. bisect [Jos17b].
bisect-diagonal [Jos17b]. Bisecting [Os16]. bisector [CR14]. Blackjack
[Wer09, Hai10]. Block [War10b]. Bloomsbury [Gri17b, Lev13b, Sto14b].
blunder [Smy10]. Blythe [Pat17]. body [Sto17a]. Bogdan [Yeo16].
Bombelli [Tra13]. Book
[And10a, And10b, And11, And13c, And13a, And13b, And13d, App10b, App10a, App11, App14b, App14a, Ban10a, Ban10c, Ban10b, Ban13, Ban14b, Ban14a, Bay10c, Bay10b, Bay10a, Bay11b, Bay11a, Bay12, Bay14a, Bay14b, Bay14c, Bay14d, Bay15b, Bay15a, Bay17b, Bay17a, Bay17c, Bev13, Bev14, Bev17, Cou10, Cou11, Cou12, Cou13, Cou14, Cou15, Cou17a, Cou17b, Cri13, Cri15b, Cri15a, Cri17a, Dav10, Dav15, Dav17, De 10b, De 10a, De 11b, De 14c, De 14b, De 17, Eat11, Eat12, Eat13, For10a, For10b, For11, For12, For13, For14b, Fox15, Fre10a, Fre10b, Fre15, Gib10a, Gib10c, Gib10b, Gib11b, Gib11c, Gib11a, Gib12b, Gib12a, Gib13b, Gib13a, Gib14b, Gib14c, Gib17, Gol10, GG10a, GG12c, Gri10b, Gri11d, Gri11e, Gri11b, Gri11c, Gri12f, Gri13a].
Book [Gri13b, Gri13d, Gri13c, Gri13f, Gri14f, Gri14a, Gri14e, Gri14b, Gri14c, Gri14d, Gri17b, Gri17c, Hai10, Hai12, Hai13, Hai15, Hai17, Hall10c, Hall10a, Hall10b, Hall11b, Hall1c, Hall1a, Hall12b, Hall13, Hall14, Hall15a, Hall15b, Hall16, Hall17a, Hall17b, Hall17c, Hall17d, Hall11, Hall12, Hall10a, Hall11, Hall12, Hall13a, Hall14a, Hall15b, Hoa15a, Hoa15b, Hoa17, Hud10c, Hud10b, Hud10a, Hud11a, Hud11b, Hud13a, Hud13b, Hud10b, Hun10a, Hun12b, Hun12a, Hun13d, Hun13c, Hun13b, Hun15a, Hun14b, Hun14a, Hun15, Hun16, Hun17a, Hun17b, Hun17c, Hun17d, Hun17e, Hun17f, Jac14, Kil10, LP10, Lea10, Lee17, Lev10d, Lev10f, Lev10e, Lev10a, Lev10b, Lev10c, Lev11b, Lev11d, Lev11a, Lev11e, Lev11c, Lev11f, Lev12a, Lev12d, Lev12b, Lev12c, Lev13e, Lev13c, Lev13b, Lev13h, Lev13a].
Book [Lev13g, Lev13f, Lev13d, Lev14e, Lev14i, Lev14e, Lev14n, Lev14a, Lev14k, Lev14l, Lev14j, Lev14c, Lev14h, Lev14b, Lev14g, Lev14a, Lev14d, Lev14f, Lev14g, Lev15b, Lev15a, Lev17f, Lev17g, Lev17a, Lev17b, Lev17d, Lev17c, Lev17e, Lor10e, Lor10d, Lor10c, Lor11g, Lor11h, Lor11f, Lor11i, Lor13d, Lor14f, Lor14e, Lor14d, Lorg15i, Lor15h, Lor16c, Lor16b, Lor17f, Lor17d, Lor17e, Mac10b, Mac10c, Mac10a, Mac11b, Mac12b, Mac13c, Mac13a, Mac13c, Mac13b, Mac13d, Mac14b, Mac14c, Mac14d, Mac14a, Mac15a, Mac15b, Mac15c, Mac16a, Mac16b, Mac16c, Mah10b, Meg12, Mun12, Nai12, Pas14, Pat17, Rot10c, Rot10d, Rot10b, Rot10a, Rou13a, Rou14, Rou16, Rua10, Rua11, Rua12, Rua13, Rua14c, Rua14a, Rua14b, Rua17, Sch10, Sch13, Sch14, Sch16b, Sch16c, Shi10e, Shi10f]. Book [Shi10c, Shi10i, Shi10g, Shi10d, Shi10b, Shi11e, Shi11d, Shi12c, Shi13c, Shi14d, Shi14b, Shi14c, Shi15e, Shi15a, Shi15b, Shi16b, Shi17, Sto10b, Sto10a, Sto12c, Sto12b, Sto12a, Sto14a, Sto14b, Sto14c, Sto17b, Sto17a, Sut10, Sut11, Ten12, Tol10, Tol13, Tol14b, Tol14a, Tol14c, Tol15b, Tol15e, Tol15c, Tol15g, Tol15a, Tol15d, Tol15f, Tol16a, Tol16d, Tol16c, Tol16b, Tol16e, Tol17a, Tol17b, Tol17d, Tol17c,
Tol17e, Tol17f, Tol17h, Tol17g, Von17, War10a, War10c, War10b, War11a, War11b, War12a, War13a, War13b, War13c, Wil10, Yeo16, Yeo17a, Yeo17b, Yeo17c, Zar10b, Zar10a, Zar11, Zet13, dV14, AD08, GG08a, Soi09a, Lea10.


[FFW13, FR02, Lev14g]. century
[Ano12d, B+11, Dev08, Ges11, GG10b, KP14, Lev15a, M+08, Tub14, Cra07, GG10a, GG12c, Gri13c, Hoa15b, Ron13a]. Cerone [Shi13c]. certain
clevians [Haj17b]. Châtelet [Tol14b, Ari12]. Chad [Lev14c]. Chain [Eat12].
chains [CLM13]. Chair [LRQ10]. Chaitin [Hud11b]. Challenge
[Lor14c, Cam16, Lor10g, Lor14k]. challenges
[Ano13m, Hal17b, Hor14, Tol15e, Yeo17a, Yeo17c, Tol15e]. challenging
[HJS11, Hun13d]. Chancing [Tol17b]. Chandler [Lev10c]. change [BS12b].
changed [Gri14a, Gri14b, Mac12a, Ste12c]. changes [SA16]. chaos [Raj13].
Chapman [Cou13, War10c]. caracterisation [Mah13b]. Charles
[Lev14f, Mac15c, Pla11c]. Chebyshev [Gri16a]. children [PdVF14]. choice
[Mcn16]. choose [CF10b]. Chris [Bur10a, Hal15a, Pat17].
Christopher [Kil10, Shi13a]. Clue [Von17]. Cinderella [Gib11a]. ciular
[Hal12a]. cipher [Hol12a, Lew10]. ciphers [Bay10d]. circle
[Bra11a, Job11b, Lev17g, Sco17, SNH11, Su11, Sy17]. Circles
[Sm16, Bra11b, Bra12, Num13, Oku13b, Sew15a]. circular
[AZY12, Ell17, Lor10i, Per12, Shi13a]. circumcentre [Bra11b].
circumscribed [De 11a, GG12b]. class [Mez14, Sto14b]. Classic [Hai17].
classical [Gri13a, Leh11, Sch16c, Lor10d]. classification [Dol11b, Jos16c].
classroom [Hun17f, PF08, SD10, She10a, Sto17a]. Claudio [GG12c].
Claudius [Hol12a]. Clausen [Rza10]. Clerk [FMW14, Mac15b]. Clifford
[Gib13a]. Clones [She13]. Closed [Gau12b, Sco14d]. clothoid [Lor16e]. Co
[Hun17a]. Codes [Bay10d]. coefficients [Den10, HP10a, Kos11, Vil14b].
cognitive [Bor10b, Sto12c]. cohomology [Cou10, Gue08]. coin [Gri12h].
[Gib11c, Lev13c, Lor11g, Mac14a]. collaboration [Bau13]. Collected
[S+12, Cou14]. collection [GDDR08, Sut11]. Collins [Hal13, Hal14, Hal13].
collisions [Lor15j, Sim11a]. Colmez [Lev13f]. colorful [Soi09a]. coloring
[Soi09a]. colour [She16a]. colourful [Lor11h]. colouring [Lor11h]. colours
[Gri13d, LG10]. column [Gri15b]. Combinatorial
[Hal12a, Bev14, Mol12, Rua14a, Wei12, Shi14c]. Combinatorics
[WW13, Lev14b]. come [Iva09, Lor11f]. Commensurable [Hir11a].
comment [Fos11]. commentary
[ALB09, ALB10b, Knu14b, Knu14a, War11b]. Commission [GG10b, M+08].
common [Den13]. communicate [Wai09]. Communicating
[BRR08, Ban10a]. commutative [Kan09a, Kem11, Lor10c, Lor13d].
companion [Hou09, Hun17c, PF08, SD10, She10a]. Company [Zar11].
compare [Far13]. competitions [ZH09, De 11b]. complete [Tay07].
Complex [Dol15a, GS16, Jam14g, Mur12, WO11]. composite [MM15].
Composition [Sur13]. compound [Far13]. comprehensive [Lo 13].
comprising [Tay07]. Computational [Cou13]. Computations
[VvBM08, Hun10a]. Computer [GD14, Dav12, LHS14, Mac13d].
Computer-generated [GD14]. computers [Mac12a, Gri14b]. Computing
[ALB09, ALB10b, ALB10a, Abb08, Lev10d, War11b]. Flavia [Hal11a]. Flips [Cor07, Rot10d]. Flood [Lev13e, Lev13h, Lev14g, Mac15b]. flotation [Rob12]. Folding [Job13b, Hir11g]. folds [Cor07, Rot10d, Rot10d]. Folkerts [Cri17a]. Fontes [Gri14d]. fool [OD13]. footnote [Pla10b, Shi10b]. forcing [Hal12a, Shi14c]. forgotten [Rua14b, Van13]. form [AT12, Lor15d, Sco14d, Tra10, Tub14]. Forming [Har10a]. forms [Gau12b, Shi10a, Shi12c]. formula [Cer16, Cri12a, ES11, Far13, GL11, Hir13, Jam14b, Jam15b, Jan15d, Kha10, Kha12, Lev13i, Lev12f, Lor12g, Lor12c, Lor15c, Men16, Pla11c, Ric08b, Sao17, Ste17e, You12]. formulae [Lor13a, Lor15k, Pla12]. formulas [Coo11a, Jos16b, OC14, Osl15, WO11]. Fortuitous [Ano14q, Lit13]. forward [AW07, McC15, Sto10b]. Foster [Hal10a]. found [Bur10b]. foundation [Hal17b, PF08]. foundations [FFGH09, Sch10, Sto17b]. Fountains [SG12]. four [Jam10a, Job10, Ste16a, JJ13a]. four-colour [Ste16a]. four-dimensional [Job10]. fractals [LG10, Gri13d]. fraction [Hir11e, Osl11b, Ton16, Ton17, Van14]. Fractional [Gau11]. Fractional-power [Gau11]. fractions [Jam17, Lor15a, Osl12b, Shi10]. Framing [Hal13, pea11]. Francesco [Sch13]. Franck [Tol14a]. Frank [And13a, Sut10]. Frankel [Lev14d]. Franklin [Hoa10, Pas08]. free [Dol15b, Jam10b, Lor14b, MaC10, San11]. Freeman [Zar11]. Freitas [Sto117a, French [Ric10, fresh [Jam14b]. Fresnel [Jam15c]. Fresnel-type [Jam15c]. frets [RR11]. free [Kim15, Koo17]. Frieze [Ben17, Bea13]. frightened [Pas11b, Lev13c]. Fröhlich [FGFH09]. Fröhlich [Sch10]. Front [Ano10g, Ano10t, Ano10k, Ano10m, Ano11f, Ano11h, Ano11j, Ano11l, Ano12d, Ano12g, Ano12i, Ano12j, Ano12k, Ano13e, Ano13g, Ano13i, Ano13k, Ano14h, Ano14j, Ano14l, Ano15f, Ano15h, Ano15j, Ano15m, Ano16d, Ano17f, Ano17h]. FRS [Ste16b]. frustration [Lor11c]. frustum [Lor15m]. Fueling [Ano12d]. Fuelling [Rou13a]. Fukagawa [Lev11d]. Fulton [Fre10b]. Fun [Zho13]. function [Bor10a, FM10, Gib14a, Gri11f, Jam14b, Jam15d, May16, SS11, Shi16d]. Functional [Kan09b, App14b, DN11, Mac09, Shi10c, Shi10d, Shi11d]. Functions [Jam13a, Ano14q, App11, Cae15, Col13a, GS16, Hop13, Jam13b, Jam16a, Lit13, Lor11j, Luc10, Luc13, Pat15, Tol16c, VV09]. Fundamental [Ano06, Bre11, MP11, Van10, Gre13b, Mac13a]. Fundamentals [MNS10, Gib11c]. Furinghetti [GG10b]. Further [Gla12, Gri12c, Luc13]. future [Gri14b, Mac12a]. fuzzy [Osl15]. Fyfe [Tol13].

G [And10a, And10b, App14a, Bay14a, Gri11b, Gri14d, Hud13b, Mac14c]. Gabriel [Hun17f, Lea10]. Gage [Tol17g]. Gaglione [Shi15b]. gallery [Gri11c, Mic09]. Galois [Shi10i, FGR14, Neu11, Ser08, Hon13a]. game [Bra08, Cri17b, Dev08, Gri11g, Jár16, Min12, Rob13, Von17, Hud10c, Lev10f]. Games [Pas16, Wel12, GG08a, Hal17d, Bay10a, Mac15a]. gamma [Jam14b, Jam15d, Jam16a]. Gao [War10c]. gaps [Shi13d]. Gardner [Bay10a, Sut11, GG08a, GDDR08, GG08b]. Gareth [Tol17c]. Garland

Hoa11, Hoa12, Hoa13a, Hoa14a, Hoa14b, Hoa15a, Hoa15b, Hoa17, Hud10c, Hud10b, Hud10a, Hud11a, Hud11b, Hud13a, Hud13b, Hun10b, Hun10a, Hun12b, Hun12a, Hun13d, Hun13c, Hun13b, Hun13a, Hun14b, Hun14a, Hun15, Hun16, Hun17a, Hun17b, Hun17c, Hun17e, Hun17f, Jac14, Kill0, LP10, Lea10, Lev10d, Lev10f, Lev10e, Lev10a, Lev10b, Lev10c, Lev11b, Lev11d, Lev11a, Lev11e, Lev11f, Lev12a, Lev12d, Lev12b, Lev12c, Lev13e, Lev13c, Lev13b, Lev13h, Lev13a, Lev13g]. ISBN [Lev13f, Lev13d, Lev14i, Lev14n, Lev14o, Lev14k, Lev14l, Lev14j, Lev14c, Lev14h, Lev14p, Lev14b, Lev14m, Lev14a, Lev14d, Lev14f, Lev14g, Lev15b, Lev15a, Lev17f, Lev17g, Lev17a, Lev17b, Lev17d, Lev17c, Lev17e, Lor10e, Lor10d, Lor10c, Lor11g, Lor11i, Lor11i, Lor13d, Lor14f, Lor14e, Lor14d, Lor15g, Lor15i, Lor16c, Lor16b, Lor17f, Lor17d, Lor17e, Mac10b, Mac10c, Mac10a, Mac11b, Mac12b, Mac13e, Mac13a, Mac13c, Mac13b, Mac13d, Mac14b, Mac14c, Mac14d, Mac14a, Mac15a, Mac15b, Mac15c, Mac16a, Mac16b, Mac16c, Mah10b, Meg12, Mun12, Nai12, Pas14, Pat17, Rot10c, Rot10d, Rot10b, Rot10a, Rou13a, Rou14, Rou16, Rua10, Rua11, Rua12, Rua13, Rua14c, Rua14a, Rua14b, Rua17, Sch10, Sch13, Sch14, Sch16b, Sch16c, Shi10e, Shi10f, Shi10c, Shi10i]. ISBN [Shi10g, Shi10d, Shi10h, Shi11e, Shi11d, Shi12c, Shi13c, Shi14d, Shi14b, Shi14c, Shi14e, Shi15c, Shi15a, Shi15b, Shi16b, Shi17, Sto10b, Sto10a, Sto12c, Sto12b, Sto12a, Sto14a, Sto14b, Sto14c, Sto17b, Sto17a, Sut10, Sut11, Ten12, Tol10, Tol13, Tol14h, Tol14a, Tol14c, Tol15b, Tol15e, Tol15c, Tol15a, Tol15d, Tol15f, Tol16a, Tol16d, Tol16c, Tol16b, Tol17a, Tol17b, Tol17d, Tol17c, Tol17e, Tol17f, Tol17h, Tol17g, Von17, War10a, War10c, War10b, War11a, War11d, War12a, War13a, War13b, War13c, Will10, Ye10c, Ye10d, Ye10e, Ye10f, Ye10g, Ye10h, Zar10b, Zar10a, Zar11, Zet13]. isles [Qua13]. isoperimetric [Fin14b]. ISSN [App14b]. issue [Ano10g, Ano10h, Ano10i, Ano10k, Ano10j, Ano10m, Ano11f, Ano11h, Ano11i, Ano11j, Ano11l, Ano11k, Ano12f, Ano12h, Ano12g, Ano12j, Ano12i, Ano12l, Ano12k, Ano13e, Ano13g, Ano13f, Ano13i, Ano13h, Ano13k, Ano13j, Ano14h, Ano14g, Ano14j, Ano14i, Ano14k, Ano15f, Ano15e, Ano15h, Ano15g, Ano15j, Ano15i, Ano16d, Ano16c, Ano17f, Ano17c, Ano17e, Ano17h, Ano17g]. Istituto [GG10b]. Italiana [GG10b]. Iterated [Ste12b]. Iterating [Rou13b]. Ivanov [Lor11f]. Iverson [Mac13b].

[Dav15, Knn14a]. JoAnne [Lev10e]. Jobbings [Rou14, Tol13]. Joel
[Gib10b]. John [Dav15, De 14b, Eat12, For11, Gri14b, Gri17b, Hal10a, Hal14,
Hoa12, Hun13d, Lev11d, Lev11a, Lev14b, Lev14g, Lev15c, Lor17d, Mac14c,
Ten12, Hav14, Osi10a, Cri15b]. John-Steiner [Hun13d]. Johns
[And13a, Bay17b, Gri11c, Hai13, Hun10b, Hun10a, Lev13d, Lev15a, Mac16c,
[De 17, Rou16]. Jost [Hun17c, Lev14a]. journey [FFGH09, PL12, Sch10].
joy [Lor11c]. Joyner [De 14b]. Jr [Shi14e]. Julian [Cri15b, Gri13f]. Juliette
[Hoa15a]. July [Ano14a, How16, Ano15d]. Jürg [FFGH09, Sch10]. Jürgen
[Hun17c]. just [MGC13a]. Justifying [Lor15c].

K. Peters [Gib14b]. Kabus [Hal11c]. Kahn [Lor16c]. Kai [Mac10a].
kaleidoscope [Pla10c]. Kallianpur [App14a]. Kaniuth [Lor10c].
Kannappan [Shi11d]. Kaplan [Lev13b]. Kaprekar [Dol11b]. Karen
[Hoa15b]. Karl [Lev13g]. Karonski [Bev17]. Katz [Cri17a, Hoa15b]. Kaye
[Hoa15a]. Kenney [Cri17c]. Kerr [Qua12c]. Kevin [Lev10b]. Khajuraho
[Ber15]. Kicking [Kuc15]. Kiepert
[Fox16, GD14, Oai15, Sco13b, Sco15b, Sco16]. Kilday [Tol13]. Kilmister
[Sil10]. Kim [Cou11, Gib12b]. kind [Cra09, Hal10b]. Kingdom
[Bay10b, Fox15, Hun13b, Mac12b, Sto10a, Zari10a]. kissing [Ara15]. Kitty
[Tol13]. Klaus [Sch10]. knockout [Gri10a]. know [Cri07, Lev10a, War10a].
knowledge [De 17]. Knudsen [Dav15]. Kohar [Tol17a]. König [Sch14].
Kristian [Hun17a]. Kristopher [Hun17d]. Krulik [Hal17d, Lor17c]. KS3
[Hal11b, MC09]. Kuldeep [Mac16a].

L [GG10b, Hoa13b, Hud11a, Mac14c, Mac15c, PW13, Shi14e, Sut11]. L.
vDDD13, Pas14, Tol17d]. ladder [Ber10, De13]. ladders [GS11]. Lakshmibai
[Cou14]. Land [Lev12e, Ban14b]. Lane [Rua10]. Lang [Mac13c, Mac13b].
Langham [Hal14]. Laplacian [Bev14, Rua14a, Mdl12]. Lara
[Fos14b, Sto14a]. largest [Ano14r, DZH14, Tod15]. last [Bar17]. late
Law [CO11, Zor11]. lawn [Mat16]. leads [Lor11c]. leaps [Rua13, YM11].
learn [Hal16]. Learning [And12, AR14, Sto14b]. Leaving [Wil14]. Ledwick
[Hal17b]. Leffler [Gib12a, Stu10]. Legacy [Hav14, Cri15b, Sut10]. Lehmann
lends [Sur10]. length [GL11]. lengths [Haj17b]. Lennart [Cri17a]. Leo
Ano12k, Ano13e, Ano13g, Ano13f, Ano13i, Ano13j, Ano13k, Ano14h, Ano14g, Ano14j, Ano14i, Ano14d, Ano14k, Ano15f, Ano15c, Ano15h, Ano15g, Ano15j, Ano15i, Ano16d, Ano16c, Ano17f, Ano17e, Ano17h, Ano17g. magic [Bay10c, Bea17, BT09, Cra09, EH11, Hal10b, Sud13, Sut10, War10b]. Magnificent [Pas13, PL13, Lev14e, Mac14a]. Mahajan [Haw12]. Mahima [Shi15a]. Maitree [Hal17c]. Make [Pur11]. Making [BY08, Iva09, For10b, Lor11f]. Mamikon [Ste17b]. Man [HHPM07, Rua13, De 10a, Gib12a, Stu10]. Manfrino [Rou16]. manifolds [Lov10, Mac13c]. many [Abb08, ALB10a, Hop12, Lew13, Mac13f]. Maor [Lev14a]. map [Gib10c, Shi08, Tol16d]. Mapp [Hal11b, Hal12b]. mappings [Fos12b]. marbles [Audi14]. Marc [Hun10a, Mac15b]. Marcel [Lev12b]. March [Gib12b, Ano14f]. Margaret [Gri17c]. Maria [Gri14c]. Marie [For10b, For13, Gri11e]. Marjorie [Fre15, Lev10e]. Mark [And11, Ban14b, Gri13b, Hal15a, Mac13a, Mac13b, Wil10]. Markov [CLM13]. Marshall [De 14b]. Martin [Bay10b, Bay10a, Cou10, Hun13b, Sut11, GG08a, GDDR08, GG08b]. Martinez [Lev14n]. Marty [Lev13d]. Martyrs [Ale10, Gib11b]. Marvelous [Muk07, LP10]. marvels [Ste13a]. Mary [Hal17b, Tol13, Tol14b, Ari12]. Masha [Gri13c]. Mason [Ten12, dV14]. masses [Hol17]. Master [Sto14b]. Masterclass [AR14]. masterpiece [Pas13, Mac14a]. Mastronardi [Hun10a]. matematiche [B+11]. material [Sto17a, Hal14]. materials [BL12]. Math [Ada10, Pas11b, PR12, SC13, Adl14, Bay11b, Bay15b, Bev13, Fra10, Fer14, Fre13, Lev14n, Mar12, Min12, Ros09, RT11, Lev14d, Tol17d, War12a, Lev13c, Lev13d]. Mathematical [AA08, Ano14a, Ano14m, Ano17i, Ano17j, Bay10c, Bay12, CD11, Cou13, Eat11, Gar13, GG10b, Gri11e, Gri12f, Hah12, Hal17b, Hun10b, Hun14a, Hun17d, JS08, Lev11b, Lev14k, Lor11g, Lor11f, Lor11i, Lor11c, Lor14d, M+08, PR10, Swe12, Tol15e, Tol15g, Vel09, Yeo16, Zar10a, Ada09a, And11, And13b, Ano12d, Ano13i, App12, Bay10a, Bay14b, Bay14d, Bay15a, Ben07, Ben12b, BS12b, Bor10b, CMZ03, Cra09, Cro07, DLP08, FFW13, For11, Fre10a, GG08a, GG08b, Ges11, Gib10a, Gib12b, Gri11b, Gri11c, Gri11h, Gri13c, Hai17, Hal10b, Hal17a, Haw11, HJS11, Hoa10, Hoa13a, Hoa13b, Hoa17, Hun12a, Hun13d, Job13c, Lan12, Lev10a, Lev10c, Lev11c, Lev14g, Lev09, Lo 13, Lor11h, Lor14f, Lor15g, Mac10c, Mac13e, Mac11d, Maz14, Mic09, Neu11, Pas11b, Pas08]. mathematical [Pla11a, PL12, Rou13a, Rou14, Rua10, San09, Shi10h, Sni08, Sot09a, Ste08, Ste09a, Ste09b, Ste13a, Ste13b, Ste14, Sto12c, Sto14c, SA16, Sut11, Szp10a, Tol10, Tol15d, Tol15g, Wap12, War10a, WMW10, Wil08, B+11, PW13, Tub09, And13a, And13d, Ano10f, Ano11e, Ano12e, Ano13d, De 17, GG12c, Hud11a, Hun17c, Mac10c, Mac10a, Shi13c]. Mathematically [Lor11g, Ada09b, Lev17e, MBS10, Ten12, Hal16]. mathematician [Gus12, Hou09, Lev10b, Lev13g]. mathematicians [BEU12, FW11, Pet09, Seg09, Tol14c, Gib10b, Gri12f, Lev13h]. Mathematics [Alc12, Ale10, Ano06, App11, App14b, App14a, Bay10b, Bea12d, Bor10b,
mathematics
[Lor11h, Lor11f, Lor11i, Lor17d, LHS14, Mah10a, M+08, Mun12, Nel08, Nic08a, Orm08, Pas11b, Pit11, Pit12, PM13, Pit14, PL13, Ram09, Reb12, Rei14, Ron07, Rot10b, Rua11, Rua14c, Rua14b, Sef10, SD10, She11a, Soi09a, Ste12a, Ste13a, Sti10, Sto10b, Sto12b, Sto12a, Sto14b, Szp10a, Szp10b, Tob12, Tol16d, Van09, Van13, War13a, War10d, War12b, War12c, Wel08, Wel12, YMI, ZH09, vDD13, Pat17, Lev10c, Hal15a, Hal15b, Ban14a, Bay12, Bay14a, De 14c, Gib11c, Gri11b, Gri14d, Hal17d, Hud10a, Hud13a, Hun13a, Hun17e, Hun17f, Kill10, Lev11d, Lev11f, Lev12a, Lev14e, Lev14o, Lor10e, Lor14d, Lor16b, Lor17e, Mac15a, Rua13, Sto17b, Tol13, Tol16b, Tol17a, Tol17c, Wil10, dV14, Ban10b, Bay11a, Cou11, Dav17, Gri14f, Hoa14a, Lev11b, Lev13c].
Mathematics [Lev15a, Lev17b, Pat17, Sto12c, Sto17a, Tol16a, War13a].

mathématiques [Bat14, Lor15i, Yeo17a].

Mathews [Lev17d].

Maths [Ach11, Ano10a, Hal13, BL12, Bre11, Cha05, Cha07, Gri13b, Hal10a, Hal14, Hud11b, Mac13a, MC09, Pea11, PF08, Lev13f].

MATLAB [Duf11, Mun12].

Matrices [VvBM08, Bea17, Bev14, EH11, Har10a, Hun10a, Mol12, Rua14a].

Matrix [VvBM08, ABD11, Bev14, BB12, FS10, Lor15f, Mol12, Rua14a, Sch13, Yan15, Hun10a, Hun17d].

matter [Ano10g, Ano10h, Ano10i, Ano10j, Ano10m, Ano10n, Ano10l, Ano11f, Ano11h, Ano11g, Ano11j, Ano11i, Ano11k, Ano12f, Ano12h, Ano12g, Ano12j, Ano12i, Ano12l, Ano12k, Ano13e, Ano13g, Ano13f, Ano13i, Ano13h, Ano13k, Ano13j, Ano14h, Ano14g, Ano14j, Ano14i, Ano14l, Ano15f, Ano15e, Ano15h, Ano15g, Ano15j, Ano15i, Ano16d, Ano16c, Ano17f, Ano17e, Ano17h, Ano17g].

matters [Sim12].

Matthew [Hal17a].

Matthews [Tol17b].

Maximal [MM15].

maximisation [Lor13h, Hir11b].

Maximisation/minimisation [Hir11b].

MaxProduct [Der12].

Maxwell [FMW14, Mac15b].

may [Bur10b].

maze [Haw11, Ste10].

Mazur [Lor15g].

McAllister [Lev12a].

McCabe [Zar11].

McCartney [Mac15b].

McGovern [Cri15a].

McGregor [Gib11c].

McKay [Tol16e].

MD [De 14b].

mean [App11, Jan14a, Lor10b, Lor14h, Mer13, Mer17, Pla16, Shi16d, VV09, OC14].

mean-square [Shi16d].

meaning [Sut10, Tub14].

means [Lor11b].

Measure [Kön12, Bay17c, Sch14].

Measurement [Loc12, Ban13].

Measuring [Col11a].

mechanic [Lev09, And11].

mechanical [Tol15].

Mechanics [Hol17, Jef08b, Cou12, HTSE09, KL11, Luc10, Luc13, Raj13, App10a, Mac14b, Gol10].

mediant [Gut11, Rua14c].

medieval [Cri17a].

N [Hai10, Lev17d]. Nadis [Mac14d]. Nahin [Hun12a]. Naked
Orbits [Jam14g]. order [Abe16, Hir11h, McN14, Suc11, Sut10]. ordered [Gri12c]. Ordering [Aud14]. orderings [Egg15]. orderly [Pop12]. Orieami [Mac13b]. Origami [GG08b, Lan12, Muk10, Sut11, WILY11, Ger08, Muk07, For10a, LP10, Mac13e, Nai12]. origin [Kul13c]. originaux [Bat14]. Ordering [Aud14]. orderings [Egg15]. Origin [Tub09, Lo 13, Hun10b, Tol15d]. Ormell [Kil10, Bur10a]. Ortega [Rou16]. orthodox [Nic17]. orthocentroidal [Sco14e]. Orthogonal [Fos12b]. Orzel [Lev14c]. Osborne [Lor15h]. Oscar [Bay15b]. O'Shea [Bay10c, Lor17f]. Other [Lev12e, Ada09b, Ban14b, Gib17, Gri11c, Haw11, Hun12a, Lor11g, Mic09, Pla11a. our [Ste11a, Ste12c, Zet13]. outscribed [Ano14r, DZH14, Tod15]. overcome [Pas11b]. Owen [Bay10c, Lor11i, Lor17f]. own [Pur11]. Oxford [And10a, And10b, And13c, And13b, App14a, Bay11b, Bay14b, Bay14c, Bev13, Cou10, Cou12, Cri13, Dav10, De 11b, Fon14b, Fre15, Gib13a, Gol10, Gri11d, Gri14c, Hal10c, Haw11, Hun15, Hun17f, Lev12a, Lev13e, Lev14i, Lev14o, Lev14b, Lev14g, Mac10c, Mac14b, Mac15b, Mac16a, Rot10d, Rot10b, Ruai17, Sch13, Shi10e, Shi10f, Shi10g, Sto14a, Sto14b, Tol14b, War10b, War11a, Wil10, ABD11, FFW13, Lev14g].


Press [Lor15g, Lor17d, Mac10c, Mac11b, Mac13e, Mac13b, Mac14b, Mac15a, Mac15b, Mac15c, Mac16a, Mac16b, Mac16c, Mun12, Rot10c, Rot10d, Rot10b, Rot13a, Rua11, Rua14c, Rua14a, Rua14b, Rua17, Sch13, Shi10e, Shi10f, Shi10g, Shi10h, Shi13c, Shi14b, Shi14e, Shi15b, Shi17, Sto14a, Sto14c, Sto17b, Sto17a, Tol14b, Tol15b, Tol15c, Tol15a, Tol15d, Tol16a, Tol16d, Tol16c, Tol16b, Tol16c, Tol17d, Tol17c, Tol17f, Tol17h, Tol17g, Von17, War10b, War11a, War11b, War13b, War13c, Wil10, You16, Mac13d, Dol15b].

Price [Cou14]. prices [GS11]. primality [Cha11]. Prime [Lor14l, BB12, Col11b, Gri12g, Hun13b, Sao17, SS11]. primer [De 11b, Sni08, ZH09, Zar10a]. primes [Cha11, Gri12g, Har14, Mac13f, MM13b, Os15, Sco11c, SLMRR10, Lor17f].

Primicerio [Gri14d]. Primitive [Rea15]. primorials [Gri15e]. Princeton [And11, And13d, Ban14b, Bay15b, Cou11, Gri15b, Gri17a, Dav17, De 17, For11, Gri13f, Gri14b, Hoa10, Hoa14b, Hoa15b, Hoa17, Hud10b, Hud13a, Hud13b, Hun12a, Hun13d, Hun17e, Lev11d, Lev12d, Lev13a, Lev14l, Lev14m, Lev14a, Lev15b, Lev17f, Lor15g, Lor15d, Lor17d, Mac10b, Mac11b, Mac15c, Mac16b, Rot10c, Rua11, Rua14b, Shi10h, Shi14b, Shi17, Tol15b, Tol15c, Tol16a, Tol17d, Tol17f, Von17, AF12]. principal [Wil17]. Principia [Mac14a, Pas13]. principles [Hal11c]. print [Gib11c]. Prism [Bro12b]. Prize [Hoa11, Hun16, HP10b]. probabilistic [Kha12]. Probability [C¸in11, NS87, Roc14, Bay10a, Ben11, Che16a, Che16b, Dav12, GG08a, Hai15, Hor14, Kral15, Mac13d, Tol15e, You11c, ML13, Pat17, Tol17g, Bag14c, Hai12]. probable [Bau14]. Problem [Ach11, Ana14q, Bay11b, EO12, Hol11, Kee13, L.10a, L.10b, L.11, L.15c, L.15a, L.15b, L.16, L.17a, L.17b, Lor10b, Lor11k, Lor11i, Lor12d, Lor12e, Lor12f, Lor13e, Lor13f, Lor13g, Lor14o, Lor14n, Lor14n, Ara15, Bar11, Bar13, Bay11a, CF15, De 12, Dou13, GV15, Ha17d, HB16, Haw12, Hir11g, Hol13b, Job13c, Kos12b, Lor11d, Lor11c, Lor14c, Lor14d, Lor15m, Lor15n, Mah10a, Pat13b, Ros09, Ron14, Ron13c, SV15, Sim13, Soi09b, dV14, Ret17, Bay12, Lev17d, Lor17e, Yeo17c]. problem-solving [Hal17d, dV14, Lor17e, Yeo17c]. probléme [Bat14, Lor15i]. Problems [AD08, Cro10, Dol10a, Dol10b, Dol11c, Dol11d, Dol11e, Dol12e, Dol12f, Dol12g, Dol13b, Dol13c, Dol13d, Dol14d, Dol14b, Dol14c, Dol15c, Dol15d, Dol16c, Dol17b, Dol17c, Vol11, And13a, Cve12, FR02, Haj15b, Jac14, Lev09, Lev10, May16, Shi14d, Ste13a, Ste13b, Swe12, Lev11d, Bay14d, Sch16c, Lea10, Lor16c]. processes [KS14, Sch16c, App14a]. Proctor [Hal10a]. product [Ban16, Lev12f, Lor12a, Ökt15, Os10a, Os11b, OW14, OJN16]. products [Col13a, Des12, GB12, Mac15d, Os10b, Be17]. Professor [Ste08, Ste09a, Ste09b, Ste14, Bay10c, Tol19, Tol15f, Lev11c]. proficiency [Fre10a]. Profile [Bay14d, Gri14f, Gri14a, Tol10, Tol17b]. profiles [AA08, Hud11a]. Progress [Fyf11, Tol13]. Progressing [Imr10].
progression [AM11]. progressions [Gri12g, Lor15d]. Proizvolov [Nic15].
Project [Dol15b]. Projectiles [Ell17]. projections [Tol16d]. projective
[Smi15]. projects [BY08]. Prometheus
[Lev13c, Lev14e, Lev14p, Lev17g, Lev17b, Lor17f, Mac14a].
Promislow [Shi10c]. Proof
[Edg16, Lor11m, Mah13b, SV15, SS16, Ste17a, Sub15b, BS12a, Dac16, Gle15,
Haj15a, Har14, Jam10a, Jam13c, Jam15d, Lor15l, Lor16f, Nil13, Pla16,
Shi11a, Sti10, Sub14a, Tod15, Ton16, Wei12, Will12, Will17, You11b, You11a,
You12, You13, Zor10, Cha15, DeM10, GV15, PF10, Sub15a, Hoa12]. proofs
[IS12, Lor15a, Lor16c, Mac13f, MM13c, Mer10, Zho11, Job11a]. Properties
[GG12b, Jos16d, Jos17b, Rou11, FS10, Fox16, Gri11f, Haj12, Haj17d, KG11,
Mah10c, SE13, Sco10b]. property [ES10, Mil11, Mit12, Nic17].
prophecies [War12b]. prophesies [Lev14i]. proportion [Gri15f]. protagonists
[B+11, GG12c]. proved [PF10]. Proving [Ber15, GG13, Yeo17b]. pseudo
[Haj10]. pseudo-congruence [Haj10]. pseudoprimes [Jam11b]. Ptolemy
[Gri11c, Gri17b, Gri17c, Hum17a, Lev11d, War10a]. pull [Hol13a]. purchases
[Tol15g]. purpose [Tol14e]. putt [Lor12h]. puzzle
[Gri12g, RT11, Bev13, Hun13b]. Puzzles
[Lev12e, Bay10a, Cut14, GG08a, GDDR08, Gräß11, Gri12f, LL11, Pet09,
Sut11, Ban14b, Gib17, Gri14c, War13b, War13c]. pyramidal [Edg16, Pis16].
Pythagora [Shi10h]. Pythagoras
[Lev14a, Gri15h, Luz16, Mar12, San09, Sui13]. Pythagorean
[Lev13b, Bea12a, BD12, Jos16d, KK11, Kos16, MvdB12, O’L10].

Quadling [How15]. Quadratic
[Jam13a, Fer16, Shi10a, Shi12c, Yan10, Fos12d]. quadrature [Szy17].
quadric [Bea12c, Jos15, Jos17a, Lor13b, Sui17]. Quadric
[Lor12g, Fin14b, Jos16c, Jos16b, Jos16d, Jos17b, Leu12a, Lor14]. PU11].
quadrisecion [Sco16]. Quadric tangent [Fox14]. Quadros [Gri14d]. Quand
[Bat14, Lor15i]. quantum
[And13c, App10a, Bag11, Con10, FFGH09, Gue08, Sch10, Ved10, War11a].
quartic [Kul13c, Nic12b, YF12]. Quaternion [Cri15a]. Quercus
[Lev10a, Lev11f, War10a]. quest [Cha05, Cha07, Hud11b]. question [Ski12].
Questions [Ano06, BEH17, Dol12a, Lev11f]. quests [Ron07, Wil10]. quick
[Lor16a, You13, Lor15a]. quickest [Lor13]. quick [Hun12a]. Quinn [Pat17].
quintic [Col15, Kul13b]. Quotient [Vil14b, Bea13]. Quotients [Bre15].

R [App14b, Gib12b, Lev17c, Lor16c, Mac10b, Tol16d]. R.
[Hoai13b, Holl17, PW13]. R.P [Tol16c, dV14]. rabbits [Gri15g]. Rachel
[Mac16b, Tol15e]. Radhey [Con17b]. radian [DL14]. radical [Sco14a].
radicals [Col15, Osl10b, OJN16]. radius [Col11a]. Radmila [Rou16]. Raf
[Hun10a]. Ragni [Hun16]. Ragui [Hoa11]. Rain [Ban10c]. Rainer [Shi15c].
Rajeev [Mac14b]. Ramanujan [Hir13, MGC13b, Pla12, VSR13, Tol17e].
Hal15a, Hal15b, Hal16, Hal17a, Hal17b, Hal17c, Hal17d, Haw11, Haw12, Hoa10, Hoa11, Hoa12, Hoa13a, Hoa14a, Hoa14b, Hoa15a, Hoa15b, Hoa17, Hud10c, Hud10b, Hud10a, Hud11a, Hud11b, Hud13a, Hud13b, Hun10b, Hun10a, Hun12b, Hun12a, Hun13d, Hun13c, Hun13b, Hun13a, Hun14b, Hun14a, Hun15, Hun16, Hun17a, Hun17b, Hun17c, Hun17d, Hun17e, Hun17f, Jac14, Kil10, LP10, Lea10, Lee17, Lev10d, Lev10f, Lev10e, Lev10a, Lev10b, Lev10c, Lev11b, Lev11d, Lev11a, Lev11e, Lev11c, Lev11f, Lev12a, Lev12d, Lev12b, Lev12c, Lev13e, Lev13c, Lev13b, Lev13h]. Review [Lev13a, Lev13g, Lev13f, Lev13d, Lev14e, Lev14i, Lev14n, Lev14o, Lev14k, Lev14l, Lev14j, Lev14c, Lev14h, Lev14p, Lev14b, Lev14m, Lev14a, Lev14d, Lev14f, Lev14g, Lev15b, Lev15a, Lev17f, Lev17g, Lev17a, Lev17b, Lev17d, Lev17c, Lev17e, Lor10e, Lor10d, Lor10c, Lor11g, Lor11h, Lor11f, Lor11i, Lor13d, Lor14f, Lor14e, Lor15g, Lor15i, Lor15h, Lor16c, Lor16b, Lor17f, Lor17d, Lor17e, Mac10b, Mac10c, Mac10a, Mac11b, Mac12b, Mac13e, Mac13a, Mac13c, Mac13b, Mac13d, Mac14b, Mac14c, Mac14d, Mac14a, Mac15a, Mac15b, Mac15c, Mac16a, Mac16b, Mac16c, Mah10b, Meg12, Muni12, Nai12, Pas14, Rot10c, Rot10d, Rot10b, Rot10a, Rou13a, Rou14, Rou16, Ru10, Ru11, Rua12, Rua13, Rua14c, Rua14a, Rua14b, Rua17, Sch10, Sch13, Sch14, Sch16b, Sch16c, Shi10e, Shi10f]. Review [Shi10c, Shi10g, Shi10d, Shi10h, Shi11e, Shi11d, Shi12c, Shi13c, Shi14d, Shi14b, Shi14c, Shi14e, Shi15c, Shi15a, Shi15b, Shi16b, Shi17, Sto10b, Sto10a, Sto12c, Sto12b, Sto12a, Sto14a, Sto14b, Sto14c, Sto17b, Sto17a, Sut10, Sut11, Ten12, Tol10, Tol13, Tol14b, Tol14a, Tol14c, Tol15b, Tol15e, Tol15c, Tol15g, Tol15a, Tol15d, Tol15f, Tol16a, Tol16d, Tol16c, Tol16b, Tol16e, Tol17a, Tol17b, Toli17d, Tol17e, Tol17f, Tol17h, Tol17g, Von17, War10a, War10c, War10b, War11a, War11b, War12a, War13a, War13b, War13c, Wil10, Yeo16, Yeo17a, Yeo17b, Yeo17c, Zar10b, Zar10a, Zar11, Zet13, dV14]. Reviewers [Lev15e]. Reviews [Pat17]. revised [Hud10a]. Revision [Ano10a, SD10, She10a, Hall10a, Hall12b, Hall17b, PF08, Sto12b]. revisited [Bar17, FF16, Kom10, Kos12b, Lor11a, Sco11a, Sco12, Sco13b, Sim11c, Sof13]. Revisiting [De13]. revolution [Ari12, Fos14a, Vill14a, Tol14b]. Reward [Wei09, Hai10]. Rice [Lev13c]. rich [Ben12a, Lor15m, Lor15n]. Richard [Hai10, Hoa14b, How16, Lev17a, Tol17a]. Richardson [App10b]. Richeson [Rot10c]. Rigby [Lev11d, Lev15c]. right [Bro11, Leu12a]. right-angled [Leu12a]. rigour [Ges11, Gri13c]. Rings [FG14, JST12, Hun15]. Riot [Ada09b, Lor11g]. Rise [Ale10, Gib11b]. Risk [Wei09, Hai10]. road [Qua13]. Roads [Sti10, Hoa12]. Robert [For10a, Hun10b, Lev13b, Lev15a, Lev17g, Mac13e, Mac13b, Pat17, Shi11c, Shi17, Tol15c, Tol17b, Tol17f]. Roberto [GG12c]. Roberts [Gri17b, Tol17c]. Robin [Lev13e, Lev13h, Lev14i, Lev14b, Lev14g, Meg12, Ru10, War12b]. Robyn [Tol14b]. Rocchi [Hai15]. Rocha [Ban10a]. Rodgers [Sut11]. Rodrigues [Ban10a]. Rodriguez [Shi10e, Shi10f]. Roe [Hun12b]. Rogelio [Rou16]. Roger [Lor10d]. Rohde [Mac14c, Mac14c]. Roi [Cri17a]. Roland [Hai13]. rolls [ML13]. romance [Abb08, ALB10a]. Rome [GG10b]. Ronald [Hoa17].
[Cou14, Gao08, Gao09, Hal12a, Mac14c, Shi14c, Szy17, War10c]. Sets
[MM13a, Pat17]. setter [Cut14]. seven [Tol17h]. Seventeen [Ste12c].
seventeenth [Dev08]. seventeenth-century [Dev08]. seventh [Tay07].
Sever [Shi13c]. several [Tay07]. Seymour [War10b]. Shakespeare [dS13].
Shanghai [Mer15]. Shape
[HS13, DSZ08, Lev10e, Mac14d, Shi14e, YN10, YN12]. Shapes [Job13a].
shaping [GG10b, M^*08]. Sharp [Fre10b]. sharpening [Ret17]. Shearer
[Mac16b]. Shell [Bay17b]. Shell-Gellasch [Bay17b]. Sheppard [Lee17].
Sherran [Sto12b, Sto12a]. Shifting [Kul13c]. Shimura [Gib10c, Shi12c].
Shing [Mac14d]. Shing-Tung [Mac14d]. Shiue [Lor16c]. SHM [Sim11b].
Short [Osl15, Bay14c, Cri13, Fos12c, Hig11, Lev14o, Lor15g, Maz14, Ram09,
Ste12a, Mer10]. Shot [Lor12h]. Should [Mat16, Cri12b, Gra13]. show
[Lor14k]. Siava [Hun14a]. Siddhant{"a}nsundara [Dat15, Knu14a], side [Bay12,
Hol11, Hol13b, Lor14d]. Sign [Zho13, HP10a]. signals [MD10, For12]. Significant
[Bra11b]. signs [Nur14a]. Silberstein [Ea13]. Similar [Leu12b, Leu12a, Lor14j,
Ste17d]. simple
[Far13, JJ13b, Jam15d, Mel13, Nur13, Shi11e, Sle12, TL16, Ton16, Wil09].
simplest [Haj15a, Jam10a]. Simson [Smi15, Qua12b]. simulation
[Mac10a, Vel09]. Simultaneous [Lor12]. Sinclair [Sto17a]. Sine
[Jam15e, Gib14a]. sines [Ron13b]. Singapore [Lev11d, Mer15]. Singh
[Mac16a]. single [Bay17a, Gib11a, Jam16b]. singular [Lor15f]. Siobhan
[Gri17b]. Sir [Ste16b]. Six [Rea10b, Lev12c]. sixth [And10a, And10b]. size
[Nic14a]. sized [Lor17g]. sizes [KK10]. skew [Job13a]. Skinner [Hal10a].
sledge [Smi12]. slices [FJ10]. Slide [Hop13]. Sliding
[HI14, De13, Gla12, KL11, Luz16]. slowly [Ben12a, Coo11a, Gri15b]. Small
[Cou13]. Smith [Mac10c, Zar10a]. snakes [GS11]. snapshots
[DLP08, Gib10a]. sociable [Kee13]. Society [Gri11e, Gri11b, Gri12f, Hoa13a,
Hun14a, Hun17d, Lev11b, Lor11g, Lor11f, Lor14f, Sto12c]. Sofya
[Gib13b, Aud11]. Soifer [Bay11a, Lor11h]. solid [Mac11a]. solution
[Kul13b, YF12]. solutions
[Baj13, May16, Pla10c, Pla14, Sur14, ZF10, Shi13b]. solve
[Parf16, Jam16b, Klu13c, Lev09]. solver [Job13c, Rou14]. Solving
[Ano14q, Bay11a, Bay12, Hal17d, Hol11, Hol13b, Lev17d, Lor14d, Mah10a,
Soi09b, SLMRR10, TL16, Tra13, DV14, Col15, Haw12, Lor17e, Yeo17c].
Soma [Sut11, GG08b]. Some [And17, Fox16, Haj15b, Jali13b, Jam14e, NL16,
Pla11c, Ste17e, Abb15, Baj13, Gri12a, IS12, Mur11a, Pat15, Pla11a, Pla14,
Ram09, Ste17d, SA16, Gri12c, Jan14f, KG11, Kos12a, Snu13]. Somerville
[Tol14b, Ari12]. sonnet [McG13]. Sons [App10b, Hai17, Mac14c]. Sophie
[Lev14k]. Sourcebook [Cri17a]. space [App10a, YN10, YN12, Mac14d].
spaced [Haj17b]. spaces [App11, Osb13, Shi10g, Sut09, VV09, Lor15h].
spade [Shi12b]. speaking [BEU12, Tol14c]. special
[Bra12, Lor15e, MC14, OS15, Lev17e]. specified [Hal13]. specious [Mar1].
Speigelhalter [Tol17g]. sphere [Pop12]. spheres
spherical [CR16, Rua14b, Van13].
spirographic [Ber17].
Splitting [Gor13].
spreadsheet [Mur11b].
Sprent [Ban10b].
Springer [App11, App14b, Ban14a, Bay11a, Bay17a, Bay17c, Cou15, Cou17a, Eat13, Gib10c, Gib12a, Gib13b, GG10a, GG12c, Gri13a, Gri13d, Gri14d, Hai10, Hai12, Hai15, Hoa11, Hun12b, Hun14b, Hun16, Hun17b, Hun17c, Lev11a, Lev12b, Lev13g, Lor10c, Lor11h, Lor13d, Lor15h, Lor16c, Lor16b, Meg12, Pas14, Sch10, Sch16c, Shi10d, Shi11e, Shi11d, Shi12c, Shi14d, Shi14c, Shi15c, Shi15a, Shi16b, Tol14c, Tol17e, War12a].
Springer-Verlag [App11, Gib13b, Pas14].
Spurt [Gro11].
Spurtacular [SG12].
Square [Pis16, Ber15, Cam16, Cri12a, Edg16, Eul15, ES16, GG12a, Hir11f, Jac11, Jam10b, Job13a, ML13, Sch16a, Sco15a, Spi14b, Sub14b, Sut10, Szy17].
square-free [Jam10b].
squares [AM11, BT09, Dol12b, EM12, Fos12e, GV15, Hir11f, Jam10a, Kee11, Lor10i, Mah13b, Nic14a, Shi13d, Fos12e, Lor12c, War10b].
Srirangachari [SB+12].
Srivastava [Hun15].
Stability [Ter09, Rob12, Mac11b].
stabilization [Mac11b, Ter09].
Stable [Bea15a, Gri11g].
Stacey [Ten12].
Stahl [Lor14c].
Stanley [Gri17c, Lev17a].
stars [Ron13c].
static [Del14].
statistical [BHJ10, FFGH09, Hal11a, Sch10, Tol17h].
Statistics [Kra09, Nic08b, Pat17, Tol14e, Gri13a, Hor14, Lai11, Mar16, MMC09, Nic08a, Tol14d, Tol15c, Whe13, Hai17, Lev14f, Lor11i, Zar11, Gri11d, Hal10c, Hal11c].
stats [Min12].
Staudt [Rza10].
steadiness [Kan17].
Stedall [Lev14a].
Stein [Tol17d, Zet13].
Steiner [Hun13d, Abb15, CR14, Dac16, Haj17c, Hva11].
Steinhaus [Ste16a].
step [Mac16a, Sik12, Mac16a].
Stephen [Gib12b, Hal17d, Hun13c, Mac13c, Tol17h].
Stephenson [Ano14n].
steps [Ter16c].
Sterrett [Hoa14b].
Steve [Mac14d].
Steven [Bay14a, Hud10c].
Stewart [Bay14d, Gri14f, Gri14a, Haw11, Lev10d, Lev11c, Stol17b, Tol10, Tol15f, Ste09a, Ste08, Ste09b, Ste14].
Stigler [Tol17h].
Stillwell [Hoa12, Lor17d].
stimulants [Bat14].
Stirling [Gri12d, Jam15b, Jam15d, LNI17, Lor15c].
Stochastic [KS14, For12, MD10, Sch16c, App14a].
stochastics [Çin11, Hii12].
stock [GS11].
Stoica [Cou12].
Stop [HP10a, PdVF14].
Stop-sign [HP10a].
stor [Bro12a].
stor [Bro12a].
stories [Ada09a, Bri14d, Hun12a, LPE12, Lor11g].
story [And13c, Bag11, Bay11b, Gri13f, Hav12, Ros09].
Stothers [Gib11c].
Strähle [RR11].
straight [GG12a, Lor13].
Strange [GG08c, Lev10e].
strategic [Sny10].
Strategies [Joh12, And17, Lor17e].
Strategy [Hal17d].
Strauss [Eat12].
Street [Mah10a, Haw12].
Street-fighting [Mah10a, Haw12].
strictly [MM15].
string [YN10, YN12].
strings [Ada10, Lew14, War13a].
stripping [Whe13].
structure [Hud10a, Hun15, JST12].
Stubhaug [Gib12a].
Student [BL12, Cro10, Dol10a, Dol10b, Dol11c, Dol11d, Dol11e, Dol12c, Dol12f, Dol12g, Dol13b, Dol13c, Dol13d, Dol14d, Dol14e, Dol14c, Dol15c, Dol15d, Dol16c, Dol17b, Dol17c, Hal14].
students [Bau13, Iva09, Yeol17c, Lor11f].
Studies [Mac14c, RJPG12, R12].
Study

Subbasutras [Ste12b]. Sultan [Yeo17c]. Sum [NS87, Gri12b, Gri15e, Haj17b, Hir11f, Lor16g, Nur13, Sco14c]. Summing [Sub14b, Gri12e, Shi17, Tol17f]. Sums [AM11, Bur10b, Crl16, Cri12a, Der15, GB12, Gri15c, Jam15b, Jam17, JLU10, Loo11, Lor15a, Osl12a, Shi13d, Tre17, Tsa11]. Sundar [App14a]. Superbrain [Lev11c]. support [BL12, Hal14]. surely [Ben12a]. surface [Jew10, Sim11b, Vil14a]. surfaces [BL10, EF10, Hun13c]. surprising [ES16, Hir11d, Lor13h]. survey [JM09a, JM09b]. Sutherland [Shi10g]. Swetz [And13a, Sut10]. Sylvester [De 12]. symbolic [Lev12f]. symbols [Lor15g, Maz14, Pas11b]. symmetric [App11, Bea12c, Mac14e, VV09, Gri11a]. Symmetrical [Fos12a]. symmetries [CBGS08, Eat12]. Symmetry [GW09, HS13, Ron07, Yan14, Cou12, HTSE09, KK17, Shi14e, Hun12b, Wil10]. system [Pla10c, Shi14b]. Systematic [Mac14c, RJPG12, R+12]. Systems [Hun10a, AM08, AF12, Gue08, Mac10b, Sma12, Cou10, Cou13]. Szpiro [Gri11b, Hud13b].

Mac11a, MP11, Mer13, Mer17, Nur16, OS15, Rza10, Wil12, Lev13b].
[Hoa12, Nie10, Sti10]. **Tscharnhaus** [Kul16]. **Tubbs** [Hun10b, Lev15a]. **Tuganbaev** [Hun15]. **Tullio** [Eat13]. **Tunc** [Bay17a]. **Tung** [Mac14d]. **Turing** [Shi14b, AF12]. **turning** [Cae15]. **Tutte** [Ano17b]. **twenty** [B+11, GG12c, Hoa15b, KP14, Tub14]. **twenty-century** [Tub14]. **twenty-five** [Lev11e]. **Twin** [MM13b, Oku13b, Cha11]. **twinned** [Bra12]. **Two** [Lor13b, PS14, PF10, Bau13, Bra12, Dol12b, FS10, Koo11, Leu12a, Lor16g, Mah13b, Nic14b, Shi13d, Ste17b, Sub15b, Jam10a, Job11b, Loo11, MM13c, Pat13a]. **type** [ES10, Jam15c, Lor13a].

**U** [Mac14c]. **U$** [Cou12]. **UK** [Tol10, SA16]. **UKMT** [Rou14, Lor11c]. **Ulrich** [Gib11a]. **umbrellas** [FMS10]. **Unbounded** [Vol11, Jac14]. **unchanged** [Wai09]. **undergraduate** [Hon09, dV14]. **undergraduates** [Hun17d]. **understand** [Wai09]. **Underwood** [Bay10c]. **Unexpected** [Wap12, Lor17a, Sco14d, SLMRR10, Gib14c]. **unfinished** [Dev08, Lev10f]. **Ungar** [Tol14c]. **unique** [Ste12c]. **Uniqueness** [Mas14]. **United** [Bay10b, Fox15, Hun13b, Mac12b, Sto10a, Zari10a]. **units** [Yan10]. **universe** [FW11, Ste11a, Ved10, War11a, YN10, YN12, Zet13]. **University** [And10a, And10b, And11, And13c, And13a, And13b, And13d, App14a, Ban13, Ban14b, Bay10a, Bay11b, Bay14b, Bay14c, Bay15b, Bay15a, Bev13, Bev17, Con10, Con11, Con12, Con17b, Cri13, Cri15b, Cri17a, Dav10, Dav15, Dav17, De 11b, De 14b, De 17, Dol15b, For11, Fos14b, Fre10a, Fre15, Gib11b, GIB13a, Gol10, Gri11d, Gri11c, Gri13f, Gri14b, Gri14c, HAI13, Hall10c, Hal16, Haw11, Hoa10, Hoa14b, Hoa14c, Hoa15b, Hoa16b, Hud10b, Hud13a, Hud13b, Hun10b, Hun10a, Hun12a, Hun13d, Hun15, Hun17e, Hun17f, Lee17, Lev10c, Lev11d, Lev12a, Lev12b, Lev13e, Lev13a, Lev13d, Lev14i, Lev14n, Lev14o, Lev14l, Lev14m, Lev14a, Lev14g, Lev15a, Lev17a, Lor15g, Lor17d, Mac10c, Mac11b, Mac14b, Mac15b, Mac15b, Mac15c, Mac16a, Mac16b, Mac16c, MNS10]. **University** [Rot10c, Rot10d, Rot10b, Rua11, Rua14b, Rua17, Sch13, Shi10e, Shi10f, Shi10g, Shi10h, Shi14b, Shi15b, Shi17, Sto14a, Sto17b, Sto17a, Sut11, Toll14b, Toll15b, Toll15c, Toll15a, Toll15d, Toll16a, Toll16d, Toll16c, Toll16b, Toll16e, Toll17d, Toll17c, Toll17f, Toll17b, Toll17g, Von17, War10b, War11a, War11b, Will10, Gib11c]. **unknown** [Hoa15b, KP14]. **unlikely** [Bar10]. **unlocking** [Gri14f, Ste11b]. **unravelers** [DLP08, Gib10a]. **unravelling** [FW11]. **unsung** [Hoa10, Pas08]. **until** [Gri15f]. **updated** [Von17]. **Upper** [Sch16c]. **USD** [De 14b]. **use** [Dob11, Hun17f, SLMRR10]. **used** [Lev13f, SC13]. **user** [Gib11a]. **Using** [Fer16, Jam16b, Lor17g, Ano13m, De 14b, JH12, Lev09, Lor12b, Lor14i, Luc10, Luc13, Mur12, Shi12a, Ste17d, Szy17, Toll15e, Trec17, Will12, Far13].

**V** [App11, Cou14, Gib10a, Gri14d, Sto12c, BD15]. **Vaintrob** [Hon14a]. **Valdez** [Rou16]. **Valery** [App11]. **value** [Mer13, Mer17, PS14, Shi16d]. **Vandebril** [Hun10a]. **variable** [Bay17a]. **variables** [Lor14b, Shi11a].


Volchkov [App11]. Volpert [Jac14]. Volume [Lor14f, Sut11, Vol11, Ano10g, Ano10h, Ano10i, Ano10k, Ano10j, Ano10m, Ano10l, Ano11f, Ano11b, Ano11g, Ano11j, Ano11i, Ano11l, Ano11k, Ano12f, Ano12h, Ano12g, Ano12j, Ano12i, Ano12l, Ano12k, Ano13e, Ano13g, Ano13f, Ano13i, Ano13h, Ano13k, Ano13j, Ano14h, Ano14g, Ano14j, Ano14i, Ano14l, Ano14k, Ano15f, Ano15e, Ano15h, Ano15g, Ano15j, Ano15i, Ano16d, Ano16c, Ano17f, Ano17e, Ano17h, Ano17g, Cou14, Jac14, Lin11]. volumes [Bay15a, FM10, Fos14a]. vote [Cri12b]. vs [Ada10, War13a].

Wizards [Adl14, Mac15c]. Woodhead [Gib11c]. Woolwich [Col13b]. word
[And13a, Swe12]. Words [SS16, Cha15, DeM10, Edg16, GV15, Lo 13,
Lor11m, MM13c, Mah13b, PF10, SV15, Ste17a, Sub15a, Sub15b, Tol15d].
work [FMW14, Kin15]. workbook [Hal12b, Hal13, Pea11, She10b, Sto12a].
works [Gib12b, WMW10]. World [Gib17, Gri17c, Hal17a, Hal17c, Hal17d,
Hun17a, Lev17c, Lev17e, Lor17e, Tol17a, Yeo17b, Ye10c, And13d, Bev13,
BT09, Dev08, For12, GG10b, Hah12, M+08, MD10, Pas11b, RT11, Ste12c,
To10e, Wai09, War10b, Grr14a, Hud10b, Lev17b]. Worth
[Hoa14a, Gr11, War13b, War13c]. Wright [And10a, And10b, Lev11b].
Wrinch [Sen12]. writes [Ano14p, Ano14q, Ano14r, Ano14o, Ano14n].
writing [DSZ08, Lev10e, Lev12d, Lev14l, Lev14m, Lev15b, Lev17f, Pit11,
Pit12, PM13, Pit14, War12c]. writings [Hoa13a, Ne11, Tha05, Rua12].

X [Lev11d]. Xiong [Yeo17b]. Xlibis [Hud10a]. Xlibris [Hal11c, War13a].
XYZ [Lea10, Yeo16].

Yackel [For10b, For13]. Yadav [Rua13]. Yau [Mac14d]. year
[Gr11, Sut10, War13b, War13c]. years
[HP10b, MC09, War12c, Hoa11, Lev11e]. yields [Rob10]. Yim [Mac13b].
Yong [Yeo17b]. Young [Von17]. Yudinova [Hun14a].

Zawaira [De 11b]. Zdravko [Shi14d]. Zeeman [Ste16b]. zero [Mar11, Sco14c].
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